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The first meeting, which took place near Stuttgart, allowed us to meet our partners. It 
was a unique European flavored experience and we are definitely happy to have met 
such interesting people from all over Europe. We are sure that we will do wonderful 
work together. We were lucky to experience German culture : hot baths in Bad 
Urach, a guided tour from Schondorf (the city of Gottlieb Daimler, the gas engine 
inventor) and also a threatening ghost tour of Stuttgart. What an inspiration ! 

And also work ! We were introduced to neurodidactic research and neurodidactic 
decoding. We learned how to create neurodidactic audiofiles. We also learned using 
Audacity, an open source audio editing program. And you know what ? If you want to 
have a taste, we even have tutorials available into French, so that other people can 
learn how to use it and become more familiar with audio edition ! We are also on the 
way to translate the manual on neurodidactic methodology produced by our German 
partner. So, be patient, the French version will soon be released and will allow you to 
dive into audio decoding soon! Moreover we will soon be fully equiped with sound 
hardware, especially nice microphones to capture our voices for audio decoding. Our 
voices are worth it, for sure. 

So on, Swiss team specific tasks, apart from the above mentioned ones, have been 
to create a Fecebook page so that our project can spread on social networks. You 
can join us here.  We also translated several text samples into French such as a 
dictionary for greetings which will soon be available in all partner languages and 
ready to use for audio decoding. We are sure that it will help the next Erasmus+ 
partnerships to understand themselves easily ! 

I am sure we forgot to share many things with you but no doubt it will appear on our 
next report ! 

 

Anne-Béatrice Duparc for SolidArt 

 

 

Audacity tutorials : 

PDF : audacity.sourceforge.net/localhelp/fr/audacity-mode-d'emploi.pdf 

http://www.tutoriels-animes.com/tutoriels-audacity.html 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BgL6iqtu9U 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFRGN-czoY0 

 

 


